Correction of elderly age people’s psycho-physiological condition by recreation-motor activity
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Abstract

Purpose: to work out program of elderly age people’s psycho-physiological condition correction by recreation-motor activity and test its effectiveness.

Material: psycho-physiological condition and life quality of 50-65 years’ age 155 teachers were analyzed with the help of two questionnaires. 50 teachers with low level of recreation activity were selected and divided into control and experimental group (25 persons in each).

Results: main problems in organization of physical recreation have been determined. It became a base for working out and substantiation measures for intensification recreation activity of elderly age teachers. The basic principles of the worked out program are as follows: all year round physical exercises in natural geographic-climatic conditions; teachers’ distribution by groups of recreation activity and level of motor activity.

Conclusions: we have proved effectiveness of the offered measures, in respect of elderly age teachers’ sleep and psycho-physiological state improvement.
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Introduction

Demographic researches’ data [3, 5, 9] witness about constant increase of working elderly people in general structure of population. As on to day it is rather complex sociological and medical-psychological problem. That is why there appears a demand in comprehensive study of ageing processes [1, 12, 13, 22] and physical recreation means [8, 11, 19], permitting to sustain proper level of psycho-physiological condition (PPC). Intensification of recreation activity (RA) is the base of such level.

In some works [1, 2, 3, 16, 21] it is proved that in higher educational establishments there is deficit of RA. Especially it concerns elderly age teachers (EAT). Such situation formed as a result of low competence and motivation, i.e.: absence of creeds about need in supporting own PPC at high level; ignoring the most effective health related recreation means [4, 7, 14].

The existing approaches to health related measures’ realization at higher educational establishments (HEE) are rather ineffective [5, 7]. As a result it weakens interest to physical culture and makes impossible prioritizing of recreation motor activity [11, 14, 19].

The works by H.W. Robert et al. [23] proved that most people in 50-65 years age have certain syndromes of chronic fatigue with expressed signs of sleep disorders. In system of recreation measures sleep is considered as basic rest [14, 20, 22]. Without proper sleep recreation motor measures can result in adaptation mechanisms’ failure and symptoms of diseases [17, 18, 19].

Theoretical study of the mentioned problem proves that in to-day’s conditions physical recreation is based on well grounded, legal support. It is oriented on solution of the following tasks: organization of leisure; recreation of psycho-physical workability; compensation of motor deficit, conditioned by professional specifics; preservation of organism’s functional reserves (as the base of somatic health); satisfaction of demand in health related way of life [7, 15].

Recent years there have been appeared a lot of scientific works [1, 2, 13, 15, 16], devoted to PPC strengthening by means of physical culture. However, influence of RA on psycho-physiological condition of persons, engaged in teaching at HEEs has not been elucidated sufficiently in scientific literature. So it requires further studies.

Hypothesis: it is assumed that recreation of motor activity influences positively on quality of basic rest (sleep) and psycho-physiological state of elderly teachers, having low recreation activity level.

The purpose of the work is to work out program of elderly age people’s psycho-physiological condition correction by recreation-motor activity and test its effectiveness.

Material and methods

Participants: the study was conducted in HEE (Ivano-Frankovsk) in the period from 2012 to 2015. In the research 155 persons participated (women n=71; men n=84; age 50-65years). From them we selected 50 teachers with low RA. They were divided into control (CG, n=25) and experimental (EG, n=25) groups.

Organization of the research: in the research we used test-questionnaire for assessment of self-feeling, activity and mood by G.L. Apanasenko’s methodic [6]. We analyzed somatic health level also by methodic of G.L. Apanasenko [10]. Besides, questionnaires for determination of sleep subjective character was used (questionnaires “If you have insomnia” and “Healthy sleep”). For objective assessment we used EEG “Tredex” (Ukraine). Spectral analysis of heart rhythm variability (CardioLab+) was fulfilled. Besides, we determined...
quantitative and qualitative characteristics of motor activity by Framingham methodic.

For assessment of teachers’ readiness for RA intensification we worked out diagnostic methodic for finding different components by the following formula:

\[ PC_{(RA)} = CC + EMC + WC + BC, \]

where \( PC_{(RA)} \) – personal competence concerning RA; CC – cognitive component; EMC – emotional-motivation component; WC– will component; BC – behavioral component.

Each indicator was assessed by criteria of presence and expression by scale: from 1 to 3 points – low level; 4-6 points – average level; 7-9 points – high RA level.

In CG recreational measures were realized in free time as non-organized leisure as per own potentials and wishes.

In EG measures on RA intensification were realized as per worked out program. The program realization required one calendar year, divided in four stages: preparatory-adaptive, training, supporting and finalizing.

Preparatory-adaptive stage took 6 weeks and was realized at threshold of physical loads’ intensity. The main tasks implied the following: formation teachers’ personal competence in RA intensification; adaptation of heart-vascular and respiratory systems to physical loads; reduction of psychological tension and creation optimistic attitude and belief in own potentials; organism’s hardening.

The second (training) stage took five months. It corresponded to physical loads of average intensity. The tasks of this stage were: strengthening of organism’s physiological systems functioning; improvement of psycho-emotional state; improvement of organism’s adaptation potentials.

The third, supporting, stage took five months. The trainings ere conducted with moderate intensity. The main tasks of this stage were: further expansion of recreation-motor activity and preservation of the achieved physical and mental workability level; strengthening of general endurance; correction of psycho-emotional state; improvement of sleep quality.

The forth finalizing stage took 2 weeks. This stage measures were realized in sport-health recreational camp in conditions of middle altitude. The main tasks of this stage were: strengthening of the achieved level of recreation motor activity and sleep quality improvement. For improvement of night sleep quality characteristics in finalizing stage the teachers were offered to take oxygen cocktail with different phyto-fillers (day norm – 2 portions; one of them shall be taken 20-30 minute before sleep; other - by wish, during day).

Load control by indicators of maximal, peak and threshold heart beats rate (HBR) was realized with the following formulas:

\[ HBR_{\text{max}} = 220 - \text{age (in years)}; \]
\[ HBR \text{ bottom limit} = 220 - \text{age} \times 0.6; \]
\[ HBR \text{ top limit} = 220 - \text{age} \times 0.75. \]

The program stipulates:
- Morning exercises (correcting, different kinds of general gymnastic exercises; in motion, with objects, in pairs, in circle, on stimulators, jumps, walk, run, breathing exercises). Morning exercises are fulfilled independently, during 10-15 minutes;
- Hardening (cold shower, rubbing, walk barefoot, sun and air baths). The procedures are fulfilled independently, during 15-25 minutes;
- Outdoor games for motor abilities (with elements of run, jumps, throws; overcoming resistance, coordination, attention, memory and moral-will qualities). They shall be fulfilled independently or under supervision of specialists during 1-2 hours;
- Health related, recreation swimming shall be fulfilled independently or under supervision of specialist: 1-2 times a week, during 15-20 minutes;
- Health-run (jogging with compulsory shin muscles’ warming; duration – 30-45 minutes. To be fulfilled independently or under supervision of specialist;
- Training in sport circles (adapted for age – mini football, volleyball, basketball, ping-pong, badminton). To be fulfilled independently or under supervision of specialist, duration 45-90 minutes;
- Hiking, excursions and walks (independent or under supervision of specialists with different outdoor games in he nature) shall take from 1 to 3 hours, during 1-2 days;
- Dancing exercises: shall be fulfilled independently or under supervision of specialist 1-3 time a week and take 45-60 minutes. Load intensity shall be 90-110 bpm, depending on kind of training.

Effectiveness of the offered program was tested by repeated assessment of EG and CG teachers’ recreation activity and psycho-physiological state.

Statistical analysis implied data processing with the help of parametric and non-parametric methods of statistic.

Results
The fulfilled study showed that with age portion of teachers, who are not satisfied with own psycho-physiological state, increases \((r_s = 0.38; p<0.05)\). Life quality is negatively influenced by the following factors: watching TV for long time \((r_s = 0.38; p<0.05)\); low readiness for recreation motor activity \((r_s = 0.42; p<0.05)\); chronic diseases \((\chi^2 = 25.5; p<0.01)\); hobby, requiring immobile means of realization \((r_s = 0.44; p<0.05)\); loneliness and domestic conditions \((\chi^2 = 29.4; p<0.01)\). Among the most negative factors of life quality the following should be noted: low motor activity – 37.6±6.24%; irrational eating – 29.8±3.12%; taking alcohol – 50.4±4.36% and tobacco smoking – 19.5±1.83%.

It was found that most (84.8±2.55%) of teachers want to receive recreational services in the form of group and individual trainings under supervision of instructor or with the help of trade union functionaries or sport clubs. It points at demand in application of scientifically substantiated, accessible physical recreation system for
It was found that 63.2% of teachers do not practice physical recreation at all, 22.7% practice it from time to time. Own RA level is assessed as “low” nearly by two third of the questioned (74.8%).

Analysis of teachers’ readiness for RA intensification showed its low level (48.4%). In 52.3% of teachers it closely correlates with low PPC level. It demands application of health related recreation measures.

Assessment of stating experiment results shows that 57.4% of respondents had low and below average levels of personal competence in RA. It was found that no teacher had high RA competence. Nearly 90.0% of day time they are in static position. Only 2.9% teachers had high motor activity level. Such situation is a result of the following: low readiness for RA (r=0.87); excessive body weight (in 78.9% of men and in 89.3% of women). It is witnessed by indicators of body weight (higher than 30.0).

We also found great quantity of persons (95.8%) with sleep disorders of different character and expressiveness. As Ye.N. Prystupa points [14] sleep ensures basic rest and facilitates adaptation to psycho-emotional stresses at low cost. Sleep plays important role in mechanisms of psychological defense in professional functioning [18].

The main EEG signs of sleep disorders are the following: periodic delay of background activity and main rhythm; simple partial attacks with motor symptoms; quick delta oscillations with high amplitude like outburst of slow activity in frontal lobe. The found electric neurographic changes can serve as objective base for assessment of recreational programs’ effectiveness for elderly people.

The conducted complex research of PPC and physical recreation’s organization among teachers permitted to determine the main problems and work out programs of RA optimization and PPC correction by physical recreation means.

This program contains new and improved functional-structural elements.

In the offered program the objects of control is the process of physical recreation and the subject of control – psycho-physiological state of 50-65 years’ persons. poxin. Block of informational provisioning ensured formation of teachers’ with low RA register, who require physical recreation.

The main tasks of the offered program implementation is improvement of recreation servicing of HEE teachers staff (integration and coordination of work between higher educational establishments’ administration, their trade unions and sport clubs as well as centers of population’s social support; improvement of physical recreation measures; study of low RA reasons; finding of persons, requiring physical recreation).

By results of formation experiment, in EG we registered confidently (p<0.05) higher RA and all its components. With it, high RA level was achieved by 73.3% persons, average – by 26.7%. In no teacher we found low level.

Teachers’ participation in program of RA correction resulted in confident (p<0.05) improvement of personal attitude to PPC, which corresponded to high level in 54.0±5.12% of teachers. By 65.2±7.44% indicator of ability to plan personal RA increased. At the same time, quantity of persons with high and average day motor activity raised (accordingly by 5.0% and 13.1%). It positively influenced on index of day physical activity (37.5 points, p<0.05).

Correlation analysis permitted to determine direct dependence between RA and somatic health (SH). High SH level was found in 9.1% of men and in 4.3% of women in EG. Besides, confidently higher was portion of persons with average and above average levels (accordingly in 23.1% and 12.9% cases, p<0.05). RA level increased by 53.4%; integral coefficient of physical recreation effectiveness raised up to 59.7%; teachers’ knowledge about use of physical exercises in the nature increased 2.8 times (p<0.05). It should be noted that before pedagogic experiment teachers had average level of different components of readiness for recreation-motor activity (see table 1).

### Table 1. Integral assessment of 55-60 age teachers’ psycho-physiological condition before and after application of health related recreation program (n=50, points)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>CG</th>
<th>EG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotional readiness</td>
<td>3.9±0.24</td>
<td>4.5±0.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psycho-motor readiness</td>
<td>3.7±0.12</td>
<td>4.8±0.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory readiness</td>
<td>3.7±0.35</td>
<td>4.4±0.26*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:* – p<0.05 comparing with CG.

Implementation of health-related recreational program resulted in confident (p<0.05) increase of psycho-motor readiness indicators – by 26.3%, emotional – by 18.4% and regulatory – by 18.9% (see table 1). In the course of pedagogic experiment PPC increased in 42.1% of men and 45.2% of women. Body weight index dropped by 34.2% in men and by 28.9% in women. Stress resistance increased (accordingly by 54.6% and 49.8%). Questionnaire “Healthy sleep” and EEG indicators showed normalization of sleep.

It is illustrated by renewal of main waves’ amplitude-frequency characteristics (in 45.2±2.44% cases) and sleep stabilization (in 64.1±2.19% cases).

### Discussion

We can state that the problem of psycho-physiological condition correction by physical recreation means has been remaining unstudied and requires further theoretical studying, scientific analysis and appropriate organizational methodic provisioning [3, 5, 6]. Results of our research are proved by the data of other authors [7, 8, 12, 16, 19]. With it, high interest of teachers to physical recreation is observed [13, 15]. Alongside with it, accessible means of its realization have relatively low effectiveness [12, 20] and day regime organization is irrational. It conditions psycho-physiological condition’s worsening [9].
Our results are in agreement with the data of many authors [1, 2, 3] and point that most of teachers in 50-65 age have different symptoms of chronic fatigue with sleep disorders. Researches [9, 10] proved that in system of recreation measures sleep is regarded as basic rest. Without full-fledged sleep recreation measures can result in adaptation mechanisms’ failure and weakening of organism’s psycho-physiological reserves [12].

For the first time, we worked out and realized correction system for personal competence and readiness for RA intensification. It included purpose, tasks and the following sub-systems: components of physical recreation personal competence; program and stages of its realization; methods and methodic techniques; principles, criteria and results of assessment.

The worked out structural-logic model of program permitted to test assessment and its criteria for different levels of teachers’ readiness for recreation activity’s intensification. The model permitted to experimentally check the program effectiveness. Such program is directed at formation of personality’s competences in respect of recreation-motor activity and sleep correction as a component of psycho-physiological condition of elderly age teachers. Implementation of such program significantly increases recreation activity; improves teachers’ attitude to own psycho-physiological condition. The program permits to plan own functioning in intensification of recreation activity, facilitates somatic health improvement.

Conclusions
1. It was found that teachers’ life quality is influenced by the following factors: age; motor activity; stress situations, connected with professional activity; recreation-motor activity in leisure time; chronic diseases. Social factors, influencing negatively on life quality, are: loneliness; absence of regular health related recreation measures; psycho-emotional overloads, conditioned by professional activity.

2. Positive changes took place in somatic health (in particular, quantity of teachers with average and above average somatic health level) and motor activity: quantity of persons with average and above average levels increased 2.1 times; confidently increased indicators of day physical activity index. Besides, indicators of body weight index reduced in 30.2% teachers.

3. Activation of physical recreation permitted to improve psycho-physiological condition in 42.1% men and 45.2% women. It is subjectively proved by the data of repeated questioning by complex of questions “Healthy sleep”. This fact is registered objectively by the following: improvement of recreation coefficient (by the data of electro-cardio-intervalography); positive changes in main waves’ amplitude-frequency characteristics (in 45.2% cases); sleep stabilization in 64.1% persons (by EEG data).

Further researches can be directed at improvement physical education system in conditions of industrial collectives for recreation activity’s improvement.
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